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girls was the presence of Allegro Turner who is on temporary leave from the club.
Members on hand for the
bridge test and delicious dinner
were Sallie Bartholomew, Esther Brown, Vic Hancock, Orphelia Bas, Leola
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TRI-STATE DEFENDER to the.
following serviceman':
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Serial Number
APO, FPO or Camp
Zip Code
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Months at Special rote of $3,50
1 Year at Special tote of $6.00
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IT'S THE NEXT BEST THING TO A LETTER FROM HOME. 10*
Tri-State Defender
236 S. Danny Thomas Blvd.
Memphis, Tenn. 38101
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Robinson, Janice tertained the Pnyllis Wheatleys
!Georgette
and Linda Hargraves.
Her
Memphis Co-Ettes in addition Frazier and Vera McKinney. at her home recently.
Walker,
Harriett
ikure
guests
the
to
,%as
Harris
hostess
Iris
are
ioned
to the aforement
CampGwen Williamson, president; Devoue Bridge club recently !Walterine Outlaw, Lil
Wendy Corley, Beverly Stein- and a pleasant surprise for the bell. and Ruth Le‘%is.

ERMA LEE LAWS
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Heithe
Mitchell
Nixon of
visioned
their te

when Ethel Marie Sengstacke
(she's pretty with her Afro),
feted them Saturday at noon at
the Luau.
Ethel's mom Mattye received with her daughter and her
dad Whittier dropped in sporting a turtle neck medallion et
al to see that everything was
going fine. Both of the two
most recent hostesses are
contestants
Co-Ette"
"Miss
along with Teresa Shackleford,
Barbara Westbrooks and Charlotte Bynum.
These teenage community
leaders, of whom we are very
proud to serve as Sponsor,
*
have set December 23, as the
the date of their tenth Anniversary
HEARTS N' CUPIDS. .
bow and arrow department are Ball with its African theme.
Mary Janet Graham of Dan- Guests are expected from
ville Illinois, and our own John chapters in Detroit, Chicago.
Whittaker "Whit" Williams. A Houston and D.C. Besides the
handsome pair they'll say VOWS United Negro College Fund
in a church ceremony come j they have made contributions
December in the bride's home- !to the Heart Fund, the John F.
!Kennedy Memorial Library. the
town.
And Barbara Ann Gentry and Art Counci I. have bought
Terry David Harris pledgedlBraille books for blind students
'their troth Sunday afternoon at:in the Memphis City Schools,
!St. John Catholic Church. The-have a paid in full Life Mem- — !bride is the daughter of Mr. bership in the NAACP among
land Mrs. John Gentry and the their other activities.
,groom's the younger son of the Brenda served the group,
!Marion Harries.
prime roast beef, baked pota-j
j GROUP GADDINGS. . Our toes, French beans almondine,l
Co-Ettes who m we often refer carrots, and hot rolls. Dessert 1!
to as demure 'ittle -darlings are was ice cream cake. Ethel di-!
!hard at work on their annual!rected them to the feast table!
!project. the United Negro Col- at the Luau where they partook!
'lege Fund, for which they have!of chow mein, ribs, chicken:
raised over seven thousand dol- potatoes, assorted delicious sallars during the past nine years. ads, beans, rolls and coconut
Plans for their tenth anniver-:ice cream served in the shells
sary ball "Bal Africain'' were for dessert.
discussed when cute little Bren- 'Tis no wonder that when the
,da Batts entertained the lively ! Co-Ettes leave their meetings
ones at the home of her par-'they're all set to conquer the
ents Helen ann Bennie on , world after such bountif ul
Worthington and were finalized meals as described above plus
"We have a strong feeling
that in our struggle we
have cosmic companionship. This is why our movement is often referred to as
a spiritual movement. We
feel that the universe is on
the side of right. There
is something in this universe which justifies Carlyle in saying: "No lie can
live forever." There is
something in this universe
which justifies William Cullen Bryant in sayin g:
"Truth crushed to earth
will rise again.". .MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr.

MCKIE'S
BODY SHOP, INC.
r

Mackie Moire. Prep.

Fender Body Work
Painting
ALL CUSTOM WORK
148 S. SECOND ST.
PHONE 526 — 7154
STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKY • 86 PROOF• C01965, OLD CHARTER DIST. CO., LOUISVILLE, to
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PAY NEXT YEAR
Whether you're watching TV, reading, or dozing..
here is real comfort! Sit up, lean bock, stretch out
on thick foam cushions...the bock is tufted for
added luxury! The handsome vinyl fabric looks and
feels like softest leather; it is backed by woven
fabric to resist snagging or tearing. You can wipe
the entire chair clean with a damp cloth. If you've
been wanting on easy-sitting recliner, now is the
time to buy while the price is low! Come see this
great buy soon!

FREE DELIVERY

Plan Your Christmas lay—aways Now
DOWNTOWN

LAUREL WOOD
450 Perkins Ext.

WHITEHAVEN

PARK AVE.

3015 Park Ave
4212 Highway 51 South
157 South Nun Street
Open Mon & Thur Ti! P M
Open Mon. Thur. & Fri. Till P.M.
Open Mon. & Thor. Til 9 P.M.
Phone 323-7656
Phone 396-9496
Phone 685-3277
Phone 526-5906
OE PARKIN. FREE STORESIDE PARKING
Free Parking At Allenlierg's, 69 Beale FREE STORESIDE PARKING. FREE STOPESI

I
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Hand made wig 38.95
39.95
Long Falls
LARGE WIGLETS $'14.95
11 ALSO SEE OUR SELECTIONS
OF AFRO WIGS $19.95
II
CURLEY STRETCH WIGS—$18.95
Cement lay away

Expert Styling $3 50

Bank Amer card
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Sports Horizon
MELROSE SEEKS REVENGE Crump Stadium on
Thursday of
Neither head coach Eldridge this week
Mitchell of Melrose nor Tom CBHS
BOTTLES HAMILTON
Nixon of Christian Brothers enHamilton simply couldn't get
visioned facing each other when rolling
against the Brothers as
their teams locked horns in a both
teams had Identical 6-2-1
pee-season scrimmage
Since records at game time
with over
that August afternoon in which
6,000
Melrose scored freely, both citing fans readying for an exmatch The paying custeams have fought their way to
tomers got that with CBHS supthe top.
olyin'.; most of it The defending
Melrose emerged s, the king- champs
scored first and were
pin in the Blue Division by nes er
headed
soundly trounrine Trezevant It was
the hard running of
344 last week in Crump Stad- Duane
Donahoo, the only leftium for the championship. Last over from
CBMS champiolifthiP
Friday night on the same turf
backfield of a year ago, and
the toloh Brothers pulled an
the pin-point passing of Steve
upset while convincingly beatSpinosa
that sealed 'Hamilton's
ing Hamilton 28-12 for the Red
doom. While a respected HamDivision title.
ilton defense, the spark which
The moment of truth is here
enabled the Wildcats to down
as the Purple Waves and the
White Station and Overton, the
Golden Wildcats square off
only two teams to defeat CBHS
against each other tonight (Frithis season, was unable to conday) in Memorial Stadium to tain the
Brothers the victor
decide the city championship.
managed to control their opMelrose should be fired up for
ponents firepower. Billy Richthe big clash. CBHS defeated
mond and Philip Jett hemmed
Melrose for the MIAA crown
in most of the night, save Hamlast year and the Golden wild- ilton's two
touchdown excurcats will be champing at the sions.
bit to gain some measure of ! Actually the game wasn't
de- LEADING TEACHING
Monday, Nov. 11 Mr. Owens
revenge against the Brothers. Icided until
CMS was able to
and decathlon man Jeff
It is not known how much ef- ,pull away in the final quarter CLINICS — Jesse Owens,
Bannister, from the Uniformer Olyr4ic track
fect the early scrimmage the with two
touchdowns set-up by
versity of New Hampshire,
two elevens played will have on Spinosa's short accurate pass- great, is leading teaching
are conducting sessions in
clinics to Central America
the outcome, however, it is my ing game. The Brothers
were and Panama for the Middle
Salvador, Honduras,
El
guess that both coaches have ileading 14-12
when they tallied
Nicaragua, Costa Rica and
American Sports Foundamutual respect for each other's,midway the final period. The
Panama.
tion, Inc., beginning last
coaching ability.
IPurple Waves' final six-pointer
Melrose coasted to an unex- was a coup de grace
in the surpectedly easy win in its playoff prising victory. The turning ,.... I
encounter with Trezevant, The point of the game may have
Orange Mounders had built up been CBHS' valiant first half
a 27-0 lead with nearly eight goal line stand which withstood
minutes remaining in the first
fourth down Hamilton rush
half, and for all practical pur- from the six inch line.
poses the issue had been settl- Melrose goes into the chamed. Melrose sent James Par-Ipionship game with CBHS unham, James Fitzpatrick, Norris defeated with a 10-0 mark and Gala pageantry highlightedl grade representative; Patricia
Chambers, Larry Perkins, the rated number five in the state. the recent coronation of "Miss1 Payne, first alternate; Carletstarting backfield, into paydirt, The playoff teams will end their Lincoln" for 1968-69 at Lincoln , ta Davis, second alternate;
and cut end Ken Hill in on the , seasons this week while South Junior High School, and re-F Carol Gibbs, third alternate;
pie when he pulled in a 14 yard Side and White Station have ac- cei vi ng one of the highest' Shirley Frazier, fourth alterscoring pass from Larry Mal- cepted bids to play in the Blues honors a school can bestow nate, and William McCray,
lory. Mallory booted three of Bowl and Milan Jaycee Bowl, upon one of its students was trainbearer.
Miss Sandra Cox, daughter of Escort for the girls were
the points and passed to Ramon respectively.
Watkins for another.
Mr. and Mrs. Wrennie Cox of Stanley Harris, William Catron,
LANE' DAMPENS FISK
,Tommie Bell. Larry Burnett,
The Bears came out for the
783 Roanoke.
The
Fisk Bulldogs scored 11
errors.'
fewer
made
second half
Ronnie Edwards and Robert
presented
her
was
Miss
Cox
touchdowns against Knoxville
and on the hold looked- more
crown by Miss Hallie Jeffries, Ewing.
ago
but
were
College
two
weeks
like the A-League representMose Walker, Jr., is princi-,
to only one as Lane last year's recipient, who is
ative, but Trezevant was a day limited
now a student at South Side pal of the school and Horace
homeNashvillians'
the
spoiled
late and a dollar short. For the
King assistant principal.
coming posting a 20-7 victory High School.
first time the MIAA is staging
afternoon at Fisk. A member of the National
Saturday
last
a consolation game. This cona- Honor Society, Miss Cox is
test will pit Hamilton and The Dragons spotted Fisk
before Memphian Cur- also vice president of the ColTrezevant, last week's losers in 7-0 lead
tis Broome pulled in a scoring lege Assistance Program, prespass to bring Lane within a ident of the 9-1 homeroom, of
,point. The game was finished which Mrs. S. Irion is teacher,
NEW ORLEANS — (NPI) —
with the aid of the midfield and a majorette.
Flights which were not designed She was escorted by Derry Sister Mary Agatha Ryan of
the Society of the Blessed
for night ball.
Harper, a student in the 9-1 Sacrament, former president,
TSU EASY WINNER
class, who is also a member of
Joe Gilliam, the son of Coach the National Honor Society, the Xavier University from 1927,
John Merritt's chief aide, threw Dramatic and French Clubs, to 1955, was buried in the
three touchdown passes to help the College Assistance Program chapel of the motherhood of
Tennessee AM bury Morris and a representative to the the religious body in Cornwell
Heights, Pa., last week.
Brown under a 58-6 landslide. Student Council.
She
r e m ained
president
Gilliam was substituting for
He is the son of Mrs. Robbie ermeritus of Xavier for 10
regular quarterback Bob ShanHarper of 1505 Cameron.
years after her retirement.
non who sat this one out because of a virus. Albert Davis, Members of Miss Lincoln's Under her leadership, Xavier
were
Donna Oliver, developed its College of Arts
electrified the crowd at W. J. court
Hale Stadium when he ran back seventh grade representative; and Sciences, its graduate
second half kickoff 83 yards Boyce Ella Richmond, eighth school and its college of
pharmacy.
for a touchdown after the visiting Atlantans' only score- The ton, and was an early season She also directed the activiBig Blues are now 5-2 while starter at offensive tackle for ties of schools and studies
awaiting their big Nov. 23rd Minnesota before sustaining an for the organization and was
injury. The game was seen on responsible for the establishMEDICAL SPECIALIST — Air- clash with San Diego.
nation-wide television last Sat- ment of 48 high schools for
man Tommy L. Bady, son of
JAGUARS BEAT WILEY
Negroes and Indians.
Mr. and Mrs. Genie Bady of Southern University success- urday.
2406 Smithridge st., Memphis, fully celebrated its homecominsl
has completed basic training with a 22-9 win over Wiley in,
at Lackland, AFB, Tex., and Baton Rouge, La., last Saturhas been assigned to the Air day. The win evened the Jagforce Technical Training Cen- uars' record at 4-4. Southern is
ter at Sheppard AFB, Tex., for all out of the Southwestern
however,
schooling as a medical serv- -h.'n,-ionship race,
have
could
Cats
Bayou
the
ices specialist. He is a gradwho
uate of Trezevant High School. something to say about
wears the SWAC crown. Southern plays Grambling Nov. 23,
and regardless of their season
-ecord, the Jaguars and their
traditionally
rivals
upstate
stage some real donnybrooks.
Grambling, Texas Southern, ArLasers and snails love form- kansas and Alcorn have been
Timm Grant
ed a unique partnership to fighting tooth and nail for the
learn more about the body's conference crown most of the
nervous system. A Laser is an season.
electronic device that produces MEMMIANS HELP DEFEAT
PURDUE
a beam of pure light. Scientists at Bell Telephone Labora- Purdue, who owns a victory,
tories use the laser to excite over Notre Dame this season
the snail's nerve cells without have strong Heisman Trophy
damaging them. This produces candidate in the versatile Leclues on how the nerves are roy Keyes, had its slim Rose
connected and may help solve Bowl chances tharted by losthe mysteries of the human ing to Minnesota 27-13. Memphnervous system - one of the ians Terry Addison and Alvin
Tommy Grant, oho of Memphis' outstanding sales.
most complex communications Hawes are Golden Gophers.
men, wishes to express his appreciation and thanks
Addison, a flanker, was a star
networks known to man.
to his .any friends and customers. He invites YOU
Snails are used in the experi- end at Melrose before moving
ments because they .have un- to St. Paul. Hawes was an allto come see him...Yeu'll Go First Class...All the Way!
league linesman at Washingusually large nerve cells.
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YOU CAN

LOWER
YOUR

OOD COSTS
WITH

Slashed
Prices
plus Top Value Stomps

LOOK FOR THIS
LABEL WHEN YOU
BUY BEEF
When you buy Kfcge• Tenderay brand
Beef, the quality is always guaranteed.
N a sprays or chemicals are ever added
to Tenderay. It s tendered NATURALLY
to taste best.
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(100 Stump Coupon)
with this coupon and $5.00
purchase, excluding tob,acco
and fresh or frozer milk
prcducts. Good thru Tues,
Nov. 12.
Limit - One

EXTRA
op
VALUE
STAMPS

Congratulations
Mrs,
Address
Just coil Mrs Phillips at 743-2630
and we II send you a Gift Certificate
good for 1 500 lop Value Stamps

L

II

SPACE
HOUSE
CLEANING
"NO PLACE TO SMALL OR LARGE"

DOMINO SUGAR
5-11). bag

1

1520 UNION AVE.
tASTGATE CENTER
WHITEHAVEN KAN
FRAYSER PI AZA

with this coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, excluding 'tobacco and fresh or frozen milk products
Good thru Tues, 11 12 1-imit One

10 a rr, — 5 p m

rcmget

Over 2)1968 Impala 2-door

I mpola and Caprice Hard-

Hardtops with air conditioning and pow options
Low mileage and under
vearrantt

tops and Sedans..,most
with air conditioning and
other wanted options.
Great buys here!

CREDIT APPROVED BY PHONE BANK FINANCING

Floor Cleaned '& Waxed $5.00 up274-4114

2200 LAMAR
324-36/1

TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY

\-1

MEAT DINNERS
11 oz. pkg. lb.

CLOSED MONDAYS

3
BONUS COUPON
A

CHEVROLET

FOR EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS
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50
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50
50
50
SO
50

Congratulations
Mrs
Address
Just call Mrs Philltps at
743-2630 and we'll send
yi u a Gift Certificate good
for a TENDERAY SIRLOIN

An equal
opportunity
employer
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"Recently,Ihave come tofeel
that the conditions ofour cities have made all people
second-class citizens,in some respects!'
(Note: Mrs. Mary Pegram talked
with us after reading one of our ads on the
Urban Crisis. A social worker in a large
metropolitan area,she has an intimate
knowledge of the problems of the central
city. Her views concerning the ways in
which urban decay affects all of us
provide a basis on which all people can
work toward their solution. Her
comments follow:)
“Asa social worker,and a black
woman,I feel the agonies of second-class
citizenship very deeply. Recently, I have
cometofeelthattheconditions of our
cities have made all people second-class
citizens, in some respects.
"I visit citiesand walk through their
streets, breathing air that's not fit for
anyone to breathe; I hear the constant
rumble of traffic and feel its vibrations in
the soles of my feet;!see the grime caked
on windows, walls, sidewalks, and parked
carsand shudder as I realize that this dirt
is going into our kings;then I think that
life in today's cities is no picnic...for
anyone... black or white.
You're a second-class citizen
when you live like this.
"Take the very simple
things like trying to get around
in the city,shopping in the
stores,or just trying to find a
place to relax, and see what •
problems they have become.
You alwaysend up standing
in some long line.
"Passing any corner
where people wait for public
transportation, you can see
crowds. And they're not
all black
"And I know that
everybody is afraid to walk the
streets after dark.All you have
todo is pick up the latest
papertoknow why.

"I drive along the roads near rivers
and see all the stuff that floats on the
water and smell the sickening odor. It's
everybody's river and it flows by luxury
apartment buildings as well as slum
dwellings.
"There's nothing first class about
any of it, for any of us.
"As a black woman
who is a social worker,
I see a lot of people—
both white and
non-white—who
are in various
kinds of trouble.
They need many
things to
improve their

daily lives. Some fresh air to breathe, some
chance for peace and quiet, would make
so much difference. Life is hard enough
without the extra burdens that city
life brings today.
"So we've got to ease the burdens
the city puts on every man,woman and
child. If we can make our cities free of filth,
free of the overwhelming problems that
affect everyone, I believe we'd find a new
spirit in this country. People
would be less suspicious and
fearful and more willing to
share with each other.
Then we'd have an
atmosphere of pride
and hope; a feeling
of togetherness,
for weal! need
each other. And with
that spirit, we'll all
become first-class
citizens, in every
respect.”

The future of our cities dependson
what we do now.Today.
It's a job that must rest primarily
with government. But it's a job that also
needs the help of business and labor and
private citizens ...inside and outside the
slum. White and non-white alike. Concerted
action—now—can be effective. For the very
cities that are suffering most have attheir
command human and economic resources
unequalled anywhere else in the world.
You are those resources.That's
why we ask you toact directly and
vigorously in this crisis. Help is needed to
build and improve housing,to create
job-training centers,to re-evaluate hiring
practices, to participate in community
programs of health and education.

Sho
the
the

Help is needed to control air and
water pollution,find answers to traffic
problems. Perhaps you can join a project
where you work.Or join a civic group.Or
find others who think as you do and start
a group yourself.There are ways you can
help even as a single individual.
As businessmen, we are
dismayed at the economic
consequences should we fail
to heed this call to action.
As men,we are appalled at the
prospect of greater personal
tragedy.
What about you?
Whoever you are, whatever you
do, you, in your own way,can
help. And you can begin today.
For suggestions about
kinds of constructive action
you, your business, religious,
social, or civic organization can
take,send for the free booklet,
"Whose Crisis? ... Yours."
Institute of Life Insurance
277 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017
On behalf of the Life Insurance
Companies in America
Af
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C.O.G.I.C. Here For 61st Anniversary

•
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Shown above attending the
Christ Workers Guild Banquet last Monday are from
left, Elder C. C. Owens of
Chicago, national president
Workers
of the
Christ
Guild Banquet last Monday

Shown speaking above is
the Bishop I.. C. Page of
the COG ic Evangelist De-

partment. The board is 411
years old this year under

the leadership
L. C. Page.

of

are from left, Elder C. C.
Owens of Chicago, national
president of the
Christ
Guilr; Bishop and Mrs. A.
Driver of northern California.

Bishop

LAS MODELETTES — Las
and
Charity
Modelettes
Social Club had their fifth
annual fashion show. The
commentator for the affair was the "Golden Girl"

Golden, of
Mrs. Jaon
radio station WLOK. The,
affair was held on October.
27, 1968 at 4:00 p.m. at
Currie's Club Hippodrome
on Beale. Pictured above

from left to right (seated)
Helen Little, Sarah Morris,
Ruth Lewis and standing,
are Mary Taylor, Lovie
Griffin Verlean Talbert anr
Allene McGuire.

Mother Anne L. Bailey,
president of the 1Nationai
Women Convention is

shown above as she addresses the Annual Founder's Day Memorial serv-

ices giving her Expressions from the Women's
department. (Withers photo)

Memphian Sings — Sister Ida Porter is shown
above rendering a solo during the Founder's bay
Program last Sunday at Mason Temple.

After Sermon — Bishop A. B. McEwen, chair...pan Emeritus of the Interim Board of Bishops
ig shown above being escorted from the pulpit
:lifter delivering the sermon at the Founder's Day
-- Program. Aiding the elderly bishop is brother
— Theodore Davis of Miss.

AT HOMESTEAD AFB, Fla.,
for training and duty in the
vehicle maintenance field is
Airman Mazique J. Robinson,
son of Jame.: Robinson, Sr.
of 643 Stpehens pl. A 1967
graduate of Booker T. Washington High School, he attended
the General Motors Training
Center.

6

AIRMAN ALBERT L. Bledsoe,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter L.
Bledsoe of 4467 Mine st.,
Memphis, recently completed
basic t-pining at Lackland
AFB, Tex., and is now assigned to Sheppard AFB, Tex., for
training and duty as n food
sevice specialist. He is a 1968
gaduate of Trezevant High
Schooi.

Mo.
OM.
,^0.

A sign-carrving picket is escorted from the
sfreet• adjoining the Shelby County Court
House in Memphis, where the trial of James

Earl Ray was scheduled to begin Nov. 12.
The trial was rescheduled for March 3.
(UPI Telephoto)

SEEKING 'SOCIAL BELLE' TITLE—Here are threc
campus cuties competing
for the 'Miss Social Belle'
titie. The contest is sponsored annually by the Memphis branch of the NAACP.
The contest will be c hissed with a Coronation Ball,
Dc. E, at the She :tonPea body. Left to right:
Cecilia P a y ne, GI: s
Heyser and Marilyn Jones.
.11
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Youngsters Find Businessmen
Care At Pharmaceutical Firm

•••

Laboratories. Young Bing
was employed by SHAW
this past summer and now
after
is working there
school as a design trainee
in the Business Experience
and Education Program
known as BEEP.

DESIGN T R AINEE —
Samuel Bing, Jr., left, a
senior at Benjamin Franklin High School in Philadelphia, discusses a model of
the inner ear with his superior, Charles Johnson, art
production supervisor at
Smith Kline and French

New Afro Wigs $24.85
Memphis oldest and Largest Wig.Shop. All 100%
human h *r uarantee. Permanently curled wig. 11.95

MMUS $7.20
WIGS $11.75
LONG KINKY WIGS $24.95
LONG FALLS $311.60
LONG NANO MADE WIGS $51.15
B.C. Charge All. Or use sir
BANKAMERICARQ c onvenient Charge Placer
a y.A.wa y, Expert Styling $3.50
lly
011

duty Tenn. Board of Cosmetology'

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
162-164.10 SEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL IA 6-1450

wrought by BEEP are
' so profound. One of the
important but perhaps
obvious is an increase in
tie wearing at local
schools.

"I used to think that busi- job in giving a significant push'In my family ever had a "Every day I see more guys
nessmen cared only about them- to a boy with ability who chance like this — it's a great at school wearing ties. I guess
it's because they see the BEEP
selves and their briefcases.i might otherwise settle for opportunity." Terrel Benson is
boys in ties and think it's the
trainee
a mail and stockroom
But now I know that's not less."
thing to do,'' observed Charles
true," a 16-year-old Philadel-1 Mead noted that there are sharing in responsibility for a Edwards. The 17-year-old senvast flow of mail and valuable
Edison High School
phia boy admitted the other
very few restrictions in se-i company supplies. His only ior from
smiled from behind a desk in
day.
lecting students for the pro- previous work experience was the manufacturing offices of
German-born. Witaly Walutu gram. Its participants are as a porter.
Smith Kline & French. He is
c ange
black, white and Puerto Rican; James Turner, 17, said that learning how plans and scheago when he took an afterdules are made for manuschool job at Smith Kline and their grades range from me- everybody in his family drop- facturing runs of medicines
French Laboratories under the diocre to good; and no ques- ped out of high school. "And that contribute to a 8260 milcompany's Business Experi- tions are asked about their when I was working at a grolion annual business.
ence and Education Porgram backgrounds, families or in- cery store I didn't see much
known as Beep. Now he comes come.
point in getting a diploma," Edwards, who worked full
he adds. Now working part- time diring the summer and
to work an hour early each
day to get better acquainted SKEF also is more concern- time as an apprentice drafts- now reports after school each
with his briefcase-carrying col- ed about offering "a meaninig- man — an interest he has day, is one of 20 boys in the
ful work experience, not just a harbored since sixth grade — program who are getting their
leagues and the company.
job," says Samuel S. Gold- Turner is making plans to go first real job experience. "I
BEEP, originated in Phila- schneider, Assistant Director of to college.
didn't know what I wanted to
delphia and emulated through- School Work Programs for the
do before I came here. Now I
whole'
a
the
making
out the country, is
School District of Philadelphia. "The atmosphere,
know I must go to college
profound difference in the lives
environment here is fascinat-1
and that I want to do this
of an increasing number of Goldschneider, who helped hag," commented an enthusias- kind of work," he said. His
inner' city youths such as Walu- SK&F coordinate and launch tic 15-year-old Nelson Young.
supervisors rate him highly
ta. It is bridging the commu- the program last June, noted blood, Jr."I never would have and say he has an aptitude
companies,
Philadelphia
20
that
businessmen
that
between
generabelieved
nications gap
for it.
tions. It is giving young men many of them banks, sponsor could be so friendly and helpthe incentive to try for some- BEEP students. "SK&F's pro- fill:,
thing better. It is showing them gram has all of the good fearange
the future value of education. tures of the others plus one — Amazed at the wide
and that's selectivity of job of jobs in a pharmaceutical
program, opportunity. It 'fits the boy to company ("Chemists, engineers
SK&F's
BEEP
while making a difference, also the job and is able to match glassblowers, e v e r y thing")
is working in
differs from those of mosti a variety of interests," he Youngblood
,
other companies. The philadel- says. He believes it is a signi- systems learning the basics
phia manufacturer of pre- ficant plus because school cred- of computers. He has his eyety
scription medicines and other4ts are given for the work ex- n the U. S. Naval Academy I
health-related pro ucts is not, perience, and chances for sue- and is sure this experience The 13th anniversary of the
• limiting its participants to po-I cess are greater.
will be helpful in the Navy.
Mt. Olive male chorus will be
tential dropouts.
on Sunday, Nov. 17,
observed
Referring to a recent report One of the best things about
at the Mt. Olive
p.m.,
3
at
As Personnel's Walter R. from the U. S. Department of the program, says Sam Bing,
Catering to the go•go tempo of lively young style setters,
Cathedral at Linden and
CME
be
can
the
stocking
little
do
Mead
noted
you
sheer
lets
"it
explains it: "One of our Labor, Goldschneider
18, is that
Little Something, a beautiful
Lauderdale.
relied on to support with invisible potency from morning boys said he was turned down that black youths have difficul- kind of work you're interested
till midnight. Her Little Something in a sophisticated teak earlier by another company ty finding jobs because they in, and shows you what it will A number of male choruses
because he didn't have a po- have fewer contacts in the be like." Bing, a design trainee have been invited to share in
shade dramatises this bold plaid cape and knee high pants
costume by Tiffeau-Busch, In a golden brown and beige. lice record, his grades were business world than white who wants to go to art school, the celebration. The public is
The cape has a mole lining. The overblouse of beige too good and his family wasn't youths have.
says his father "can see a invited.
•
suede is highlighted by a gold link necklace and belt.
poor enough. What kind of rechange in me." Bing admits:
ward is that?" Mead asked A 16-year-old senior from "I guess now I'm more ambi- James Hunt is president of
the male chorus, and Rev. T.
Benjamin Franklin High School tious."
rehetorically. He added:
L i ghtfoot pastor of the
C.
gave credence to the observa"We feel we can do a better tion when he said: "Nobody Not all of the changes church.

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds

MEMPHIS I 4,R6FcT
EAST-5014 POPLAR 'At Menden
MlbTOW14-1620 MAE5-1501\
FRED MONTESI

VIVA

TOWELS VEG OLEO
A MBO ROLL 2 LIMIT

4 limit

250 1. 2
Grade ''A''
Government Inspected

FRYERS
FRED MONTES 1
SELF RISING
:MEAL 2 LIMIT
5 LB BAG

28C

250
474
—

STARKIST
LIGHT MENT CHUNKS

6oz.

CHINA

FLOUR
5 LB. BAG

450
WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

FRED MONTESI
SAND. LOAF
17 OZ.

BREAD

CHILLI
27]

24 Cl.

190 177i,

VEG,
Shortening
WITH COUPON

190

Create a mood for gracious dining
with a table service so fine, you'll
be tempted to display it in a cabinet and bring it out only for the
most important occasions. Yet.
now so inexpensive you can grace
your table with it every day!
*
*
*
*

DINNER PLATES
CUPS * SAUCERS
DESSERT DISHES
BREAD & BUTTER
PLATES

Grade "A"

ill White cud Fertile

EGOS largo
Doz.
...,....

45

Regency
Rose

3

EACH

with FA CM
lifFIPirtive•
MO LIMIT

featunn§ fluted rims,the hafts*
of the most expensive Ghia&

FRED _MONTESI

CRISCO 3 LB CAN 190

SNOW DRIFT 3LB CAN 90

Saw

s>'
.W1t4 coupon and 55.00 pddltianal purchase, •xcludin
value of coupon nterchandls• (fresh milk products on
toktpcce else excluded 1to cemplionc• with state Jaw).
ONE
NO V. 20 1968
..C.ouPon *spiral:Wednesday
coupon per family per week.

•..

Frei Meatesi

IMPORTED
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I
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15 1A oz.
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Derby Beef

II lT

TUNA

29c
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least
most
neckhigh

13th Anniversary
To Be Celebrated
Male Chorus

Clean $1.50

'tinned Beautician

1968

FRED MONTESI
REG. or thick
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Powell, Muhammad AU, Rap
Brown, Eldridge Cleaver and
Harry Edwards. Some day I
pray that black people will
learn the difference between
physical lynching and class
lynching. One need not agree
with the acts or philosophy of
any of these men to realize
what is happening.

Money Called Key Need For Black Power

By Sandra Hamilton

Warrior's Tepee

WASHINGTON

By Jamesetta Harwell

EDITOR'S NOTE: Booker
Griffin, a native of Gary aid
a former Chicagoan, was instrumental in calming the Los
Angeles riots a few years
back. The following article
which he penned is fairly provocative and good reading for
the black community.)

the back of the black community, both among the success4. Alvin Potts and Audrey
Ili there
ful classes and among the
Bonds - I'm a fool for you
This is ycnir swinging remilitant and supposedly "comporter again °pelting the doors -5. James Currie and Mary
munity-oriented" groups. The
of the Tiger Den to let you in Weaver - Who's making Love?
words, "the community," are
on some of the happenings Top Tigers and Tigeress:
most prostituted words in
the
around our soulful resting
the
black cornmtinity. 'Too
Gerald
M
e
ad,
Rosemary
place.
Newman, Chris Owens, Gaye
many people at too many levSPOTLIGHT:
els are exploiting under the
By BOOKER GRIFFIN
Our sparkling gold and blue Smith, James Parker, Frances
Despite their valid contriWilliams,
guise of improvement, advancespotlight falls on our beautiful Rupert, Clarence
Black cannot be beautiful butions to the movement for
Miss Manassas and members Gail Gatlin Charles Scott,
without knowledge and money freedom, justice and equality, ment or self-help.
01 her court.
rh‘.•.". Wonz„ Otis Parham, on its side. The Black Power the militants in this country
Too many people criticize
She resides at nal Manas- Jackie Shaw, Howard Brown, movement has missed this are fighting with their backs
successful in order to gain
the
to
wall.
the
Terry
This
is
happening
Gray,
and Coretha point. The movement is dealsas - A with her parents Mr &
Owens,
ing in self-suicide if it does not because in order to get over their own success. Since the
Mrs. Rayfield White Sr.
re-evaluate its premises and they have perpetuated a stu- Watts Riots (or revolt) of 1965
In religious life she is a Slick Mamas and Papas:
accept without question indi- pid contradiction. That con- we have seen the development
of a whole class of prostitutes
devoted member of the ColumThe latest fashions among viduals of success and means tradiction is that success is
of gloom who have ridden 'the
bus Baptist Church pastored by
evil.
The
myth
that
blackness
who
agree
with black princithe Tigers are the one and two
Rev. A. E. Campbell.
heart-felt anguish of so many
pocket slicks, short suits in a ples, but who may not go all and success are enemies and
struggling black people.
Around campus she is 'a variety of colors, jump suits, the way down the line in philo- mutually opposed to one anothmutually opposed to ne another
member of such organizations lizards, turtles, and gator shoes sophy, method or timing.
I ask: "Why is it that fully
has developed That is to
as the Double Ten Society and suede coats. Boys seen
75 per cent of those leaders
The
black
movement is the say that blackness is a select
where she holds the office of sporting these mean rags are
who cry "The Community" the
Marvin Brown, Jimmie Hunt most infiltrated movement in and absolute concept that can loudest live west of the Freetreasurer.
America.
The
FBI,
local
police
stand
on its own philosophical way? Why don't
Herman Taylor, Wallace
they send
CIA and everyone else who is strengths.
She is a member of the Murry, and Elmore Duncan.
their children to the schools
Junior Classical League and
interested has all the inforAs long as the basic needs that they profess love for?
The lastest fashion among mation they want or need on
a member of the program for
the
of
Tigeress
every human being are for Why don't they subject their
are
Superior
skirt
and
Talented
any
Students.
black leader or any black
She is none other than Miss sweater sets, turtle neck sweat- group. This being true, well food, clothing and shelter, wives to the conditions that
res, Nehru Dresses, Bonnie meaning black people who are that approach cannot hold its they give lip service to want
Phyllis White.
to improve? Why do so many
& Clyde dresses, knee and one step above destitution,
Members of her court:
re- own water. Blackness must
Miss Freshman - Sandra thigh high boots, and mini gardless of their sincerity and become a broad and depthful live on the Westside when success is so bad?.
Bidds; Miss Sophomore - Sher- socks. Some of them have been intent, are subjected
- to gross framework within which all
rwin Ingram; Miss Junior - seen around Pison Ivy, and the mental and psychologic
blacks
at
all
levels
can func- The party's over. We'd better
al inLouise Partee; Miss Senior Snooty Fox, and the Clothes sult whenever they
wish to tion in conjunction with a take a harder look at the proCloset.
Some
of these slick play a role in
Joyce Hunter
the movement fair and collective loyalty or it phets of gloom and see how
Hats off to Queen Phillis chicks are Delma Malone, without bowing and
scraping to will become as irrelevant as gloomy they live. I advocate
and members of her royal Hattie Roby, Mildred Shel- militants.
bubble gum. The militants must
true blackness without reserton, Rubby Sykes, and Vercourt.
mature instantly to the sophis- vation, but
I also advocate all
nita Chambers.
Top Couples and Tunes:
Black money has never fi- tication of the very progress
petty leaders and
on
war
out
1. Grady Bryant and Gloria
So until next week when the nanced revolutionary thought they have created or their own crumb hustlers who are pimpRichards- I heard it through
or
movements
for
black
concepts
peowill boot them out to ing the community—whether
tigers shall again open our
the Grapevine.
ple in this country. It has sea to drown.
they be individuals who are
2. James Hester and Acquit- soulful doors, I leave you with been white money. Those
who
these few words of wisdom
successful
or
netta Trammel - Love is going
There is another side to the independently
For him that knows not the deal in the "pure" line must
to rain on you,
success
hustlers
who
gain
by
coin
Those
go
too.
who
have
all
the
way
and be totally
question, the answer is easy.
3. John Hersh and Johnetta
frowned upon militant black- screaming "blackness' or "the
black. Who can?
Johnson - Always together
SO LONG!!!
ness and run into seclusion community" I favor a fair and
Plain arithmetic does not from it have already lost. equitable request for service
force one .to love America or Blackness is an acceptable and to the black cause from all
glory in capitalism to come valid fact in both Negro and sebments. If we can ever get
up with a sensible plan to sur- white America. Thanks to the this going, a lot of "black"
vive. America is 6°A of the
guts and fire of the militants, leaders, political figures and
world's population, but controls Blackness is now a respecta- business and civic leaders will
65% of the world's wealth. ble middleclass concept.
go down the tube of ruin.
Regardless of philosophy or
I have concluded that the
form of government, I conDespite traditional arguments
Hi, once again this is
This week we salute a young
movement at all of its
black
tend
hilltop
that the odds are better and
social
tirades
your soulful squaw reporting to man who proves brawns can
levels has not to date developto
against
fight
it,
6
blackness
as
per
an
cent
for
65 per
you the latest and greatest have brains. He resides at
ed the integrity' to serve the
from around the B. T. W. War- 874 Porter with his mother cent than to fight 94 per cent honorable and valid necessity
for
for survival has in itself sur- black masses. Too many peo35 per cent.
rior's Tepee.
Mrs. A. M. Skevenson and is
vived. A kid in his first gang ple are hustling at too many
a member of the 12-13 homeThe militants and revolution- fight learns the value of fight- levels. A movement cannot
1. There's a certain young room.
-He attends Centenary aries
man who's sharp as a tack.
have brought us into an ing on his own turf. We have become successful until its
A. M. E. church. He has earnera of self-awareness and self- been fighting .on everyone's vanguard is beyond the need
for he loves all young ladies
ed 3 pairs of Golden shoes, is a
(no brag just fact: Darnell
member of the Mid - South dignity that - will go down in turf but our own. Now that of key people needing to prosHarris).
All Star Team, was choosen the history of the black man. we are able to fight on our titute the movement to gain
They are the black men who own turf, we need a realistic prestige and to feed their
2. Linda White is fling high, ba-ker of.the week by WLOK
wives and babies.
and
Shilling
Parkway Motors, had the guts to do this. Other battle plan.
but when it comes to Raymond
•
and recieved a write up and men and women did not have
she'll abandon the sky.
The black movement must
Such a battle plan must not
Merit Trophy from Sports the guts, mentality or the
come
out of the fairy tale
forfeit
individual
success as a
3. R. G. was hitting it off Illustrated for gaining 286 yd. freedom to do this. The milifine, until W. T. opened her and scoring 2 touchdowns in tants turned the corner of his- disqualifying agent, nor can it world now and address itself
to a broader need of the peomouth at the wrong time.
a game. He is none other than tory for us. I challenge any excuse those of means from
•
their social and group responsi- ple. A philosophical approach
Raymond L. Chapman. A man to dispute this.
4. LINNEL_ has given up a
bility. If some distinction is that does not have economic
21 gun salute to Raymond.
lover's dream, and started to
There is also the concept of necessary—and there are enforcement will fail. We must
play on Margie's allstar team. Top five discs & couples:
freedom -schools that originated varying views on this—then advocate integration at the levIda
5.
Hambrick, don't
with the militants and was let's distinguishNketween the el of jobs and gaining knowl1. Always Together (Sandra kidnapped
be a pest, keep your nose out
by the Urban league. Negro successful class and edge. We must advocate sucHamilton & Willie Fields):
of Junior's business.
cess as a goal for all black
There is also the concept the black successful class.
Now, returning to the Tic's
men without reservation, for
2. Fool for You (A. Davis and functional relatedness of all
and Tog's: Well, as the saying
The difference would be be- 'contentment and fulfillment are
black organizations who exBrenda Ivory):
goes, what goes up must come
press a valid contention of. the tween those with a valid, sin- the soundest entrenchments of
down, and fashions are no
3. Cloud 9 (Fredric& Jones black reaction to conditions
cere and effective social ac- any philosophy
beyond its
in
exeception. Now at the heights & Clarence Bowens):
white America, regardless of ceptance of black responsibility wild and fanatic stages. We
of their popularity, the thigh4. I Ain't Got to Love where they fall in the
and those with an insincere, cannot forget that those who
specgrazain miniskirts are being Nobody (Jackie Sawyer & trum.
-words only," or "feeble ac- knock success all too often, use
challenged by the midiskirts, Daniel Durr).
ceptance" of black responsibili- this as a tool for their own
which are already making a
This concept would give to ty. We would have to parti- success.
5. Copy Cat (Amelia Griffin
name for themselves. The & Reginald Conley).
all black Americans the same cularly note those of a narrow,
We need Uncle Toms, we
mid-look is soft, romantic, and Swinging Soul Folks:
dignity and protection that a selfish or petty motivation
quaint. Quite frequently, these
1. Gary Pickens: 2. Glenda similar code of honor gives to whose very acts to survive or need the educated, we need
skirts are styled with emphasis Clay: 3. A. Davis: 4. Glenda whites such as George
stars, we need hustlers, we
Wal- advance are in direct conflict
on neat waisted-line and are White: 5. Lorenza Thomas: lace, Strom Thurmond, Max with our needs to
need the educated, we need
advance ourworn with high-neck tops ac- 6. Dorothy Fields: 7. Albert Rafferty, James Eastland
politicians, we need commuand selves as a group.
cented by full sleeves ending Blair: 8. Joycelyn Lacy: Bear Bryant (football
nity leaders, we need militant
coach of
fitted cuffs.
The problem with blackness leaders, we need men in the
9. Carolyn Anderson: 10. Archie the University of Alabama).
But mini lovers need not Bell.
is not its reality for black corporate structure and every
fear that their favorite is
Were Operational Unity to America or its true place as a higher level of American life.
Well, all good things must
being eclipped (Coexistence has come to end, but remember: exist, black Americans would concept needed in our dealings They must be black. But
become the leading fashion rule While traveling down the road take a more aware view of with white America. The prob- they must be successful. Above
and nearly every length is of success, don't settle for what has happened to such lem is that there
are too other things they must see be,,in,..)
better take only the best.
black people as Adam Clayton many petty hustlers riding yond their own selfish needs.

Tiger Town News

MANASSAS

a large number of them on
grants and scholarships.
Each year an entirely new
group of students is chosen to
be members of "The Players."
The experience of traveling
to various communities, living
with white families, is educationally far more valuable
than hours spent in psychosciological study, says Fr.
Barry - Franciscan founderdirector of the group.

(Continued Oa Next Pagel

Each student is chosen for
his capacity and willingness to
work under the strictest discipline necessary for high level
production, his desire to aid in
every way the calibre of the
total production, and his personal realization of what the
experience means for him and
those with whom he works
Plays are chosen on the
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Black Troop To Play Here

andMonday Dec. 9th at 8:30 and fifty-six performances in
a.m. at Booker T. Washington. some six states and over forty
High School.
cities.
Westside Study marks the "The Spartan Players" are
tenth season production by a vital part of the special ac"The Player," who have tivity a c c omplishments at
brought their audiences such Hales Franciscan, situated in
classics as
Hamlet, Rebel the heart of southside Chicago
Without
A Cause,. Amahhl at 4930 Cottage Grove Avenue.
and the Night Visitors. Des- Hales is proud of the accomperate 'Hours, Raisin in the plishments of its black stuSun, and The Pieces, an origin- dents. Eighty to ninety percent
al which ran for two seasons of its graduates enter college-

Westside Story Coming Here
The spartan Players, Chicago
nationally recognized all black
touring drama troupe, has
been invited to Memphis
through the combined efforts of
Booker T. Washington High
School and St. Thomas
and
St. Louts Parishes to stage
Westside Story. The production will take place at St.
Louis Center on Saturday, Dec.
7th, at 8:00 p.m. and on Sunday D e c. 8th, 8:00 p.m.
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flee. Seated, left to right:
Mrs. Ann L. Weathers,
Mrs. Rio Ritta Jackson,
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stuck a pin Into it. Now it
starts once again. If we can
only generate enough faith
and influence in the right people - we'll have our center!!

Standing, left to right:
Elmer L. Henderson, Mrs.
LetUe L. Poston, LeRoy
Van Johnson, Mrs. Mildred
Hodges and Dover Crawford.

Femininity is the keynote of spring and summer '69 fashions shown at the semi-annual ready-to-wear promenade at
historic Pitti Palace in Florence, Italy. And feminine is
this cotton beach dress from Pucci graduate Paola Davitti,
fashioned from silk scarf panels. The dress f e a tu re s
a large blue printed flower on the front center with red
and blue borders in small geometrical designs at the neckline, side and hem. (UPI Cablephoto)

part in the training that will
go on in the center."
The dream almost became
a reality - twice in the past.
But then someone or something

Westside Story Coming Here
Fr. Barry speaks urgently dents. It would become a
(Continued Frsoi Preceeding
Page about the need for recognition recognized incubator for youthbasis of their artistic value of black arts and culture. "It ful black artists. The posand for the challenge they has to work its way into the sibilities for its range of inof A m e rican fluence are almost limitless.
offer the director, the cast mainstream
members and the audience of culture," he says. "I foresee Imagine black artists, persuch diverse communities as a new culture springing from forming in the black communthose of Ashland, Wisconsin, the mixture of newly recogniz- ity for black youths and adults
ed black values and of some of who never have the opportunity
and Chicago, Illinois.
"The Players" have no au- the more stable values of to be lead to a valid appreciaw e s tern tion of the legitimate theatre!"
ditorium. This , year, with a contemporary
There is a strong possibility
championship basketball team cultures."
cultural
Fr.
Barry's
Fr. Barry has a dream for a that
constantly in pressing need of
the gym, much rehearsal time cultural cente:- to be added to center will soineday be a rewas spent in the school cafe- the educational complex al- ality. Plans are still in the
ready existing for five years talking stage, he says. "It
teria or the classrooms.
Franciscan. The will have to be a black-made
Since Hales is an all-boys at Hales
school, girls in the cast are center would encompass a center. A black architect will
recruited from schools through- theatre, an art, music and have to disign it; black people
out the city (mostly from the dancing center. "Ever since of the community will have
south side). This year the girls I came here ten years ago." to become involved and concome from St. Thomas Apostle he says, "I have been pleading tribute in its building, so that
Woodlawn), for recognition of the urgent when it is finished, blacks
&
High (54th
Loretto Academy, Mercy High. need for such a center. It won't be forced to say that
Cathedral High, Hyde Park would become the basis for a "outside whites" did it for
Public High Hirsch Public volantile bl a c k community them. And if and when we
with formal finally have our dream, black
High, and Lindbloom Public theatre along
classes for gifted black stu- artists will have to have a big
High.

KEEP YOUR IRON HANDY!

For Durable Press Garments
If you thought you could re- fabrics are greatly improved recommend to "sew off equal
tire your iron now that the dur- over the old wash-and-wear amounts from both the inseam
able press era is here, you'd materials, in that the resins and the outer seam rather than
better recall it for active duty! used to make the permanent from one only." since the posi
That's the recommendation press, are not chlorine reten- tam of the crease can't be
changed, and by sewing in a
of the nation's laundry experts tive, as a rule.
In the older fabrics, chlorine little on each seam, the crease
in a report issued this week on
the same, thus prethe resin-finished fabrics which from bleaches would be retain- will remain
promise permanent press qual- ed in the fabric, and when the venting the creation of a douheat of pressing was applied, ble crease.
ities.
The la u n dry experts also
From its research and textile the fabric would deteriorate.
"For the most part," they found that durable press fabcenter in Joliet, Ill., the Amerabsorb
ican Institute of Laundering, reported, "the problem of chlo- rics have a tendency to
oil and grease, and that frerepresenting 80 per cent of the rine retention as we knew it
them,
country's professional launder- with wash-and-wear is not pre- quently in order to clean
they must use both laundry
ers, told its members that these sent."
But the launderers found that and dry cleaning techniques.
garments do need some pressThey recommend to women
ing — and will need more as alterations create a problem
they are frequently laundered. with these permanently -finished who complain that home launThe A I L. made extensive materials Seams can be tak- dering of polyester-cotton shirts
discoloration,'
tests of various combinations of en in to make the garment has resulted in
job over to
washing and drying methods, smaller, but they can't be let that they turn the
the professional laundry.
including the use of home and out.
Cuffs can be shortened, but
If shirts don't come back to
professional equipment, as well
not recommend- their original brightness after
as hand washing, the report lengthening is
ed, and they have some reser- the first washing, successive
points out.
professional laundering should
vations about shortening.
They also studied the fabrics
In tapering legs of pants, they improve their appearance.
after bleaching and alterations
had been made.
The test program was launched as a result of the prediction
of garment manufacturers that
90 per cent of all production
will be channeled to meet consumer demand for permanent
press clothing.
Conclusions from testing polyester-cotton shirts, typical of
durable press fabrics in use,
were:
"I. Washing in cool or in
warm water either by machine or hand and air drying does not clean satisfactorily, nor does it remove
wrinkles put into the fabric
during wear.
"2. Hot home washing with
tumbler drying is satisfactory for a few wear cycles_
But after eight to 10 wearings the fabric requires
pressing. Wear
wrinkles
are evident and the fabric
is fuzzy.
"3. Washing in a professional white work shirt
procedure used by laundries
involves a complete pressing, but assures that they
are clean."
• • •
Garments of heavier materials, such as slacks, and work
shirts initially retain their
shape and creases well after
the Little Theatre located
PLANNING FASHION
washing and drying, the Instion campus in the Student
SHOW — Members of the
tute continued.
Center. Tickets to "A FashMemphis Alumni Club of
But as' the number of wear
ion Forecast" may be purLeMoyne • Ow es College
cycles intreases, they found the
chased from alumni and
make final plans for their
seed for pressing also increasat the college business offashion show scheduled for
es.
Friday night, Nov. 22, in
The A.I.L. found that the new

La=

CCI

show: Claude Thompson number two is NBC - TV's makeup supervisor.
"Every time there was a
call for 'Claude, both of us
ran into the studio," laughed
Claude the choreographer.
"But, aside from the name
mixup, there was far less confusion on this show than on
many specials I've worked,"
commented Claude the makeup man. "The main reason
everything went so smoothly
was because Elvis was so
cooperative. He was always on

1340
NIGHT and DAY
MORE SUPER SOUL MUSIC
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time and he was always ready.
"And Elvis didn't need any
makeup to make him look
good," makeup Claude continued. "He just needed a light
base to keep his skin tone from
washing out under the strong
lights."
The special produced with
the help of the two Claude
Thompson's, "Singer Presents
Elvis," will be colorcast on the
NBC Television Network Tuesday, Dec. 3 (9-10 p. m. PSTEST: 8-9 p. m. CST ).

Avery F. Dovis
9.00 A.M. to 1 00 P.M.

mat

ATLANTA — The 25th annual
Charter Day celebration and
the 103rd anniversary of the
founding of the university, two
retired members of the faculty,
Miss Frankie V. Adams and
Dr. Kimuel Alonzo Huggins,
received citations for their
outstanding service to the
university, the city of Atlanta,
the state of Georgia, and to
the nation.
Mrs. Genevieve Hill, acting
Dean of the graduate School
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da", Dec. 3 (9-10 p. in. Psi
EST: 8-9 p. m ('ST). At left,
makeup man Claude Thompson
applies makeup to dancer
choreographer Claude Thompson. At . •--: dancer Claude
Thompson performs in the
show.

of Social Work,read the citation which was presented to
Miss Adams. retired professor
of social work, by Dr Thomas
D. Jarrett, acting president,
Atlanta University.
Dr. Huggins, former professor of chemistry and chairman of the Department, was
presented to Dr. Jarrett by
Richard K. Barksdale, Dean,
Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences.

2 Retired Profs Cited For Service

THE REAL CLAUDE THOMPSON — The presence of two
Claude Thompson on the production staff contributed somewhat to the confusion attending production of the "Singer
Presents Elvis" special to be
colorcast on NBC - TV Tues.

Claude One And Claude Two Con tribute

.

Despite
—
HOLLYWOOD
the best effort; of a well costaff,
p r oduction
ordinated
some little confusion might be
expected to attend such a
monumental project as production of Elvis Presley's first
television special of his own.
But the confusion was compounded by the presence of two
Claude 'Thompson's on the
Elvis production staff.
Claude Thompson number
one is a lead dancer and one
of two choreographers on the

Whiz Kid
7700 P.M. to 1 2t00 A •

Al P•rkins
3-00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M.
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Demand
Wilkins'
Ouster

'VICTIM'S KIN FILE

Famous
General Electric
or Westinghouse
Clock Radios.

Mississippi Klan
Named In Murder
Damage Suit

r

cT= $1388

Wilkins, contacted in New
York, implied that to blame
him for a decline in membership and sour grapes.

Just Say
"Charge it"

He said NAACP membership "at this moment is between 30,000 and 40,000 ahead
of last year. The membership
has eroded in the Los Angeles
area where these men are the
leaders of the movement.
King was joined in the ch
mand for Wilkins' resignation
by Charles Thomas, president
of the Westside branch, and
Henry Dotson, president of
the Southwest branch.
"Wilkins has become so
much a part of the white es- 1
tatflishment he is no longer
an effective representative of
the black people," King told
a news conference. "It is time
for this former great leader
to retire."

ZALES'

Shop by Zales on
your way to
Christmas

JEWELERS

The suit contended the alleged plot was to deprive
White and other Negroes of
their rights and privileges as
citizens.

Bomb Blast
Rocks Harlem
Jones turned states' evl• Police Station
dence at
June 7, preliminary

THAN'S
LOAN

Contemporary styled
Westinghouse Space Saver
Clock Radio

Quality General Electric Clock Radio
has automatic-wake-to-music

Page 17

a
NEW YORK — (UPI) — A
hearing and testified that bomb blew out a dozen winWhite was lured into the car dows in an East Harlem police
on the pretense of helping station Tuesday.
look for a lost dog. Jones said The blast bent two heavy
he drove the car and that bars in front of a basement
Fuller fired 17 times into the window in the station and
85-year-old Negro's body and shattered glass in an apartthen Avants' shot him once in ment house across the street.
the head with a shotgun.
the
described
detective
A
During Jones' 1967 murder bomb as "a high explosive deVICKSBURG, Miss — (UP!)1 The suit was filed by rela- trial, four alleged confessions vice, possibly dynamite."
Less than lour hours earlier,
— Relatives of a 65-year- i Lives of White and charged were introduced, including on
old Negro murdered two years:that the Negro's death was the statement in which Jones wasl an arsonist poured gasoline
as
saying
White's over the front seat of an unago, filed a Si million damagelresult of a plot by the White quoted
suit Tuesday against the mili-IKnights and carried out by death was part of a plot toloccupied police patrol car in
tant White Knights of the Ku Fuller, Avants and
Jones. lure Dr. Martin Luther King l Queens and set it afire.
Klux Klan and several reputediU. S. Dist., Judge Harold Cox Jr. to the Natchez area for an There were no injuries in
'either incident.
Klan officers, charging they was to preside over a jury assassination attempt.
killed the victim with 17 gun- trial of the damage suit.
.
0,.........
mlamrrmlawIllM.
shots and a shotgun blast.
Defendants included Fuller,'
The body of Ben ChesterlAvants, Jones, and a man idenWhite was found floating in a tilled as Imperial Wizard of
creek near Natchez, Miss., the White Knights.
in June, 1966.
The suit charged Fuller,
Three men, Ernest Avants, Avants and Jones were Klan
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
Claude Fuller and James L. members in 1966, and "wilfulJones, all of the Natchez area, ly and maliciously plotted and
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
were charged with the mur- conspired to abduct defendant
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMINTS.
der. Jones' first trial ended (White) by intimidation, deMONEY LOANED
in a mistrial when the jury ceit and artifice, to take him
could not reach a verdict and to a deserted place to assault
ON
ALL
ARTICLES OF TALUS
Avants was acquitted at his and to menace him and then
trial, while Fuller never has to wound, injure,
maime,
176 II 1711 BEAR. STREET IA 64300
been tried,
mutilate and murder him"

LOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
Roy Wilkins is the No. 1 Uncle Tom in America" and
should resign as NAACP executive director because he is
no longer a effective leader,
say the presidents of three
local branches.
Celes King II, president of
the Central Los Angeles Branch
of the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
"membership
People, s a id
was eroding" and its "prestige
was up only in the white community."

DEFENDER
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GENERAL DUAL90 TIRES

Zales
Shaves
Schick
Electric
Shaver
Prices.

For Him
Only
$788

Man's Schick Shaver
ravel Case
_.tainlees Steel Cutting Edges
asy to Clean,Smooth Shaving

They said they represented '
a "majority of the black peowho believed Wilkins
ple"
"incapable of continued leadership."

These two experienced salesmen in New Tire or
New Car Take Off Tires are at your service, with
a courteous, warm reception out east at your General Tire Service Store, across from Old Kennedy
Hospital. Come in today for your tire & automobile
care.
Thanks,
Otis Brown

202 6

ou can afford II now
charge It at Zales.
Lady's Schick Shaver
Underarm and Leg Care
Fast, Safe, Closest Grooming
Stainless Steel Cutting Edges

...*OFF OUR
REGULAR
SELLING
PRICE!

61 S. MAIN, Memphis—HOLIDAY PLAZA, West Memphis—INDIAN MALL, Jonesboro

MAURICE says

First Baptist
Board To Honor
Pastor, Wife

A program has been planned
to make it one of the outstanding events on the church calendar.
Sharing the occasion will bel
Rev. C. M. Lee and the Pilgrim'
Rest Beptist congregation and
Rev. L. H. Blake and the New
Baptist congregation.
Salem
The-public is invited.

USE GENERAL'S EASY
AUTO —CHARGE
AO MONEY DOWN
MONTHS TO PAY.

Don't Let Another Day Go By
Without Enjoying the Full
Magnificance of Zenith Color!

ROY WILKINS

Members of First Baptist
Church at 2849 Broad will honor
their pastor and wife, Rev. and
Mrs. H. C. C:ierry, on their
14th anniversary next Sunday,
Nov. 17.

30—DAY SPECIAL
Or As Long As Present Stock LASTS!

GENERAL JET-AIR II, RAYON WHITEWALL
SIZE 715x15 I SIZE 825x14
SIZE 855)04

Spectacular, True-to-Life

NO
MONEY
DOWN!
Easy Bank Payments

TAKE UP TO
36 MONTHS
TO PAY!

COLOR

14$

Big 295 Sq. In. Rec. Pic.

In Majestic

00 4T°1".44s100
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0 4T`7
1
ea.
2.2;1
so.

Mediterranean Style

NEW CAR TAKE-OFF's

IWO/

14" PORTABLE

COLOR

Jpgrn

our

All N•w 1969 Model

FREE Pick Up
Call for mom=
and Delivery!

Mill SCREEN
16"
POKTilLE TV

N
the SOWING • 70541

HAIR COLORING

ONLY 98*
COMPLETE.—
NOTHIP4
ELSE TO gigr

STRAND HAIR COLORING
Choice of 5 natural shads*
.tot Blion—Bleck—Dort Brown
MHiu Iron —Ught Brown.
Ask for It at your druggist

I
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IN. WAYNE • 11810
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ZENITH
COtOR NIADQUARTERS

A FURNITURE & APPLIANCES
1160 S. Bellevue at Mclemore

OPEN

NIEES

HW Y

1 PORDE

Some driven less than 50 miles!
815x15 TUBELESS. BLACK
•
me.825,04 TUBELESSBLACK

si812Tms $35

TIRE151
FON.

(Other Sizes Porportionolly Priced)

I NO MONEY DOWN

MAURICE ;•

Wes That CRAY
The Lasting Way t

210 so.

2-YOU WARRANTY

ljg PRICE II 12 UM— ON COLOR PIG.TUB1
MANUFACTURER PROHIBITED OUR USE:

• 102 Sq In. Rec. Pic.

sic.ft 17 msn.tes
onts . . even
\
doll, faded. hair becomes younger looking,
dark and lustrous, radiant
with highlights. STRAND
Hair Coloring won't rub of
or wash out. Safe withple•
manents, too. Try STRAND.

FFICE

Si SO
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GENERAL TIRE
SERVICE

Datil

Plum,946-2531
Cowl Sim MO
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Former Meharry Prexy Elected An AIC Fellow
1 He was recenty honored mild Trustees of the UGF pro
Dr. Harold D. West, former s?ntial to the diet of man.
president of Meharry Medical He spent 25 years in the De-la member of the original Board gram, established in 1954.
-- —
College, and the man who first partment of Biochemistry at — synthesized the amino acid, Meharry and has written 52 T
theronine, in the laboratory, research papors and abstracts
has been elected a fellow of the for scientific journals and since
American Institute of Chemists. his retirement as president
Dr. West, chosen for fellow- has devoted most of his time
ship after selecuon and recom- studying biological anatagonists LeMoyne-Owen will send its' LeMoyne-Owen won one and
mendation by the Fellowship and the formation and meta- successful cross-country squad
dropped two last week. The
Nominations Committee in rec- bolism'of mercapturic acids.
to Tuskegee in Alabama this Magicians defeated Tougaloo,
ognition of his contribution in Dr. West's scientific articles Saturday, Nov. 16, for another
JO but bowed to Fisk, 27-28,
biochemistry, was awarded the have appeared in the Journal crack at the hard-pounding
and to Tuskegee, 17-41. The
certificate October 18, in Pitts- of Biological Chemistry; Or- Tigers.
events were run over the CRC AT KESSLER AFB, MISS.,
burgh.
ganic Synthese; American Re- The cross-country season end course.
where he is in Air Force TechDr. West studied at the Uni- view of Tuberculosis; Archives on the following Saturday, Nov.
victories nical Training Center for comvresity of Illinois, as a fellow of Biochemistry: Journal of 23, in Atlanta when the Magi- Memphians
hold
of the General Educations Laboratory and Clinical Medi- cians and other members ()lover CRC, Lane, Tougaloo (2), munications-electronic systems
Southern
Board, under the biochemist, cine; American Journal of Ro- the
IntercollegiatelFisk and Alabama A&M. They specialist is airman Alivin D.
Dr. W.C. Rose. who discovered entgenology and Radium Ther- Athlete Conference compete inlhave been defeated by Fisk Hentrel, son of the Rev. and
Mrs. P. Gonya Hentrel of
the amino acid, theronine, es- apy.
the annual SIAC meet.
,and Tuskegee.
988 Springdale. A graduate of
Manassas High
School, he
attended Lane College in Jackson, Tenn.

!rack Squad Will Race

True Light To Hear
The Southern Echoes '
True Light
will

Baptist

Southern

the

present

Church

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.

Echoes in a program at the
church at Sixth and Looney

CALL US BEFORE YOU An
EMBARRASSED

next Sunday, Nov. 17, beginning at 6 p.m. The public is

CALL

invited.
Rev. A. D. Smith is pastor of
the church.
—

CAN YOU USE

TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

CONVENIINT
LOCATIONS
wots• OWNS ME you
oil eaniammt
mein.

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

EVERS

01.
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6031,

Wedding
Deserves to be..
PHOTOGRAPHED

BUSINESS FOR SALE
GROCERY - 729 S. Parkway E.
Doing Large Volume of Business

in Natural Color...
.for
Only natural color
can preserve this
memorable event in
all its brilliance
This is where to
come when you're
through playing
games
FREE

Fixtures Include ice cream box, drink
box, large meat cooler and big walkin cooler. Also rental apt, now renting for $75.00 per month. Ideal location, Entire property can be had
for 525.000 with conventional financing

Clarence Perry

526-0929
946-6421
Bait's Realty Co.
27 N. Cleveland
275-3351
942-0244

GUEST BOOK WITH MINIMUM
WEDDING ALBUM ORDER WITH

BARBER WANTED
— Master, Apprentice, Journeyman. Good wages. Write L. R.
Terry, 2928 North 11th Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53206.

Continental Photographers
136 So. Danny Thomas
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Phone 516-8391

1929 Model "A" FORD Coupe, greed
A 'Auk. WW tires, like new. original
on nee' inannal, NM at 2765 Garden
Lane,

Pi

A TEAM FOR PROGRESS

In
5 Year Guarantee on Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
Including Parts and Service at No Extra Cost
FREE 5 YEAR SERVICE Within a 25-Mile Radius of the City Limits of Memphis, Tenn.
THIS IS ONE MORE REASON WHY MORE AND MORE PEOPLE OUT FROM ACE APPLIANCE"
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Ace Appliance Co. Exclusive 5' Year Written Guarantee is Delivered With The
Purchase of Either Frigidaire Washer or Dryer

"So
*****************
We Salute''

CHARLES MONGER
{Holder of a new franchise for a now business)

The Elite
HEADQUARTERS FOR LOEB'S BAR-B-Q
AND CHIC'N
560 South Parkway (E)

Why Sacrifice Qualiff, When You Can
'Get FRIGIDAIRE at These Low Prices

NO MONEY
DOWN
NO
PAYMENT TIL
FEBRUARY 69

THANKS TO WILLIAM "BILL" LOEB
man interested in the black community)
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Carry the Same 5-Year Written Guarantee
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